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Abstract of the Thesis
High-Resolution Methodology for Particle Size Analysis of Naturally Occurring
Sand Size Sediment Through Laser Diffractometry WITH Application to Sediment
Cores: Kismet, Fire Island, New York
by
Kara Alexandra Dias
Master of Science
in
Geosciences
(Sedimentology)
Stony Brook University
2014

The detailed methodological measurements of very fine-grained sediments by
laser diffraction have been reported to yield a very low analytical uncertainty. When
coarser grained samples are run under the methodology recommended for fine-grained
sediments, there is variability between the measurements, especially in the size fraction
<200um. This study seeks to refine the standard operating procedures of laser diffraction
for grain size analysis of sand sized sediment as well as quantify the associated analytical
uncertainty. The influence of selected methodological aspects on the results of the
particle size distribution were assessed and optimal machine parameters, suspension
mediums and sample preparation techniques were determined. It was found that for the
investigated sands the following modifications to the standard operating procedures for
fine grained sediment must be made: (1) bulk dry sieving of the samples must be
introduced as a sample preparation step, (2) optimal obscuration occurred between 1525%, (3) optimal pump speed was 2600 rpm. The associated analytical uncertainty is
~1.7% at 2 sigma. This enriched methodology allows for an efficient and accurate means
of grain size analysis of naturally occurring sand sized sediment.
The refined standard operating procedure is then applied to five sediment cores
taken in a shoreline normal transect across Kismet, Fire Island, New York as well as
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modern sediments from the well-developed barrier island facies. The enhanced
resolution associated with the refined methodology allows for grain size to begin to be
used as a proxy of barrier island depositional environment and for sediment cores to be
analyzed at centimeter scale intervals. The study confirms previous research that
statistically analyzing grain size data can be used as a method for facies modeling. This
study introduces a new method of recognizing clusters in the data through the use of an
unsupervised k-means clustering algorithm. The algorithm can efficaciously be applied
to the data as an unbiased, efficient way to recognize clusters in the statistically analyzed
grain size data as well as in the grain size data plotted with depth. Successfully
developing a high resolution method for grain size analysis of sand sized particles and
using this method to analyze sediment core samples to test and confirm the methods of
barrier island facies modeling of others, this study sets up the ability to take on further
sedimentologic studies to address the evolution of barrier island systems through 3D
subsurface modeling.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Determination of grain size is one of the most essential measures in a
sedimentologic study. Grain size distributions are an important source of information
when interpreting the sedimentary environment. Advances in laser diffractometry have
significantly improved the precision and efficiency of grain size analysis. As a result,
this technique is becoming increasingly more popular over the past 20 years as a
sedimentologic tool (LOIZEAU et al. 1994; BEUSELINCK et al. 1998; SPERAZZA et al. 2004;
ESHEL, et. al., 2004; BLOTT AND PYE, 2006; RYZAK AND BIEGANOWSKI, 2011). Laser
diffraction has even replaced sieving to determine particle size distribution of lunar
samples by NASA due to the method’s high levels of reproducibility, speed of analysis
and small amount of sample required (COOPER, et. al., 2012). Still, the use of laser
diffraction technology has not entirely replaced the classical grain size determination
methods (ex: sieving, pipette and settling tube) and when selecting a method the pros and
cons of each must be considered. Compared with these classic methods, a disadvantage
of laser diffraction is the high cost of instrumentation (ESHEL, et. al., 2004). An
additional factor hindering the adaptation of the laser diffraction method is the
insufficient confidence in the results (FERRO et al. 2009; BUURMAN et al. 1997).
Sperazza (2004) has shown that laser diffraction can measure very fine-grained sediments
with high precision and low uncertainty. Careful application of laser diffraction
techniques can yield total uncertainty (method plus machine error at the 95% confidence
interval) of 6% or less for very-fined grained sediments (SPERAZZA et al. 2004). The first
goal of this study, presented in Chapter 2, is to establish a set of standardized sample
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preparation procedures and laser diffraction machine parameters for naturally occurring
sand size sediment that will result in low total uncertainty similar to that of very-fine
grained sediments. This methodology development will expand the scope of laser
diffraction techniques for particle size analysis and make possible a new range of
sedimentologic studies such as barrier island migration and dynamics of sediment
transport associated with beach erosion.
The record of grain size variability can be developed into a time-series data set,
called a proxy. A proxy data set is utilized as a substitute for one or more climatic,
environmental, or physical conditions that existed in the past but cannot be measured
directly. Traditional use of grain-size data in paleoclimate studies state that grain size can
serve as a proxy for aridity, wind strength and monsoon intensity (XIAO, et. al., 1995;
VANDENBERGHE, 1997; LU, et. al., 1998; STUUT, et. al., 2002; PENG, 2005). The
increased resolution in the grain size data has made it possible to create a stacked climate
record of the Quaternary period using grain size measurements of a loess sequence and
correlate this relative proxy data with the δ18O record from deep-sea sediments (DING, et.
al., 2002). The loess-paleosol record can be correlated almost cycle by cycle with the
marine record (DING, et. al., 2002). Additionally, a grain-size proxy was derived to aid in
the prediction of radionuclide activity of salt marshes and mud flats (CLIFTON, et. al.,
1999).
The environmental interpretation of grain-size distributions found in sedimentary
deposits has been, and currently is, a fundamental goal of sedimentology (MASON AND
FOLK, 1958; MCLAREN AND BOWLES, 1985; PEDREROS, et. al., 1996; SUTHERLAND AND
LEE, 1994; ERGIN, et. al., 2007; GUEDES, et. al., 2011). Grain size analysis has been used
2
	
  

	
  

to distinguish environments based on parameters of the lognormal distribution. Median
grain size, sorting (standard deviation) and skewness of grain size data are the most
common sediment parameters analyzed when attempting to identify the direction of
sediment transport and the associated sedimentary processes of deposition (MCLAREN
AND

BOWLES, 1985; PEDREROS, et. al., 1996; SIMMS, 2006; HAJEK, et. al., 2010). These

correspond to the first, second and third moment of the data distribution (HAZEWINKEL,
1993; PROKHOROV, 1990). The mean is the first moment. The variance, which is the
positive square root of the standard deviation, is the second moment and is related to the
sorting of a grain size distribution (HAZEWINKEL, 1993; PROKHOROV, 1990). The third
moment of the dataset is skewness and is the first dimensionless moment (HAZEWINKEL,
1993; PROKHOROV, 1990). Skewness is a statistical analysis often applied to datasets to
assess the degree of asymmetry and reflects changes in the tails of the distribution
(MASON AND FOLK, 1958; MCLAREN AND BOWLES, 1985; PEDREROS, et. al., 1996). The
analysis of grain size is especially an important source of information in situations where
sedimentary structures and/ or outcrops are not available or only slightly apparent
(GUEDES, et. al., 2011). These characteristics occur frequently in coastal Quaternary
deposits, such as barrier islands, where grain size analysis has been applied as a tool for
sedimentary facies discrimination (GUEDES, et. al., 2011; ERGIN, et. al., 2007; SIMMS,
2006; ABUODHA, 2003; MASON AND FOLK, 1958). For example, median grain size from
sediment cores was utilized by Simms (2006) as a relative proxy for changes in the
sedimentary facies between dune, barrier flat, inlet, shoreface and marine, to study the
Holocene evolution of the Mustang Island barrier island system, Texas. These grain size
data contributed to the researchers’ understanding of the environments and their changes
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over time. The second goal of this study, presented Chapter 3, is to test the use of grain
size analysis as a tool for sedimentary facies discrimination for the Fire Island barrier
island system. Development of this method for facies recognition will allow for deeper
questions, out of the scope of this study, to be addressed involving the recent evolution
and migration of the barrier island system through deeper sediment core analysis from
various transects on Fire Island and subsurface modeling through correlations and ground
penetrating radar.
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Chapter 2
Methodology: High-Resolution Analysis of Naturally Occurring Sand Size Sediment
Through Laser Diffractometry
Background
Grain size analysis using laser diffractometry or low-angle laser light scattering is
based on the principle that particles of a given size diffract light at a given angle. This
angle of diffraction is inversely proportional to the particle size. Laser diffraction
systems pass a laser beam of known wavelength through a suspension (liquid or aerosol)
and measures the angle and intensity of the diffracted light by the particles in the
suspension. The diffracted light is measured by detectors and then compared against a
theoretical model based on diffraction of particles with particular properties and size
distribution. The two main diffraction theories used in the determination of laser particle
size results but will not be discussed here are the Fraunhofer theory and Mie theory (see,
(LOIZEAU et al., 1994; MCCAVE et al., 1986; SINGER et al., 1988; WEBB, 2000; WEN et
al., 2002). The difference between the measured and theoretical diffraction patterns is the
residual value. This is the portion of the measurement results that is unexplained by the
theoretical model; therefore, minimizing this residual value reduces the machine
uncertainty (SPERAZZA et al. 2004).
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Experimental Section
Instrumentation
A laser diffractometer system for particle size analysis consists of three main
elements. The optical bench (Figures 1, 2 and 3) is where the dispersed sample passes
through the measurement cell where a laser beam illuminates the particles. A series of
detectors then accurately measures the intensity of the light scattered by the particles
within the sample over a range of angles (Malvern Mastersizer Manual, 1997). The
sample dispersion accessory controls the dispersion of the sediment and ensures that the
particles are delivered to the measurement cell of the optical bench in a stable state of
dispersion (Malvern Mastersizer Manual, 1997). The third element is the instrument
software that controls the system during the measurement process and analyzes the
scattering data to calculate a particle size distribution (Malvern Mastersizer Manual,
1997).

A	
  

B	
  

Figure 1: Malvern Mastersizer 2000 optical bench (A) and Hydro 2000MU pump
accessory (B) for sample dispersion.
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Figure 2: Schematic showing the major elements of the Malvern Mastersizer 2000
laser diffractometer optical bench. Image from (JACKSON, 2011).

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the Malvern Mastersizer 2000 laser diffractometer
providing more detail on the internal diffraction components. The laser light is
focused by Reverse Fourier Optics (RL) and collected by backscatter (BS), forward
angle (FA) and large angle (LA) detectors. Other labeled components are the focal
plane detector (FP), obscuration detector (TR), laser power monitor (MR) and
measurement cell (MC). Figure from (SPERAZZA, et. al., 2004).
The instrumentation set up for this methodology study utilized a Malvern
Mastersizer 2000 laser diffractometer with a Hydro 2000MU pump (Figure 1). The
pump accessory continuously pumps the suspension through the laser diffractometer cell.
This continuous pumping ensures random orientation of the particles to the laser beam as
well as randomly sampling the suspended material (BEUSELINCK et al. 1998). The laser
7
	
  

	
  

diffractometer utilizes two light sources; a blue LED laser at 0.466 micrometers (µm) and
a red He- Ne laser at 0.632 micrometers (µm) (Figures 2 and 3). The diffracted light
from the low-angle laser light scattering is measured by 52 sensors and collected into 100
size fraction bins (Figures 2 and 3). The Mastersizer 2000 takes 1000 measurements per
second. The grain size analyses reported are the average of three successive laser
diffraction runs of 12 seconds each. Measurement data was compiled with Malvern’s
Mastersizer 2000 software version five. Before accepting a grain size analysis, results
were first order inspected with the software to check for any anomalous results that could
be attributed to air bubbles, machine spikes or other operational errors. The software
utilizes Mie theory to convert the scatter of light energy to grain size and reports grainsize distributions as volume percentage for each size bin (SPERAZZA et al. 2004).
Sample Preparation
Subsampling and Aliquot Introduction- Sample refers to the bulk sediment
collected from the outcrop, sediment core, soil, etc. In the case of this study, sample
refers to the loose beach sand collected from various locations on Long Island and one
from Australia to represent the naturally occurring material (Table 1). The bulk samples
were dry sieved (TxDOT, 1999) with the number 14 sieve, 1.4 millimeters, this was a
safety measure so not to exceed the maximum size fraction that can be pumped through
the Hydro 2000MU pump accessory. The subsample is the portion of the sample that
was collected from the sieved fraction and treated with the dispersant and sonication for
analysis.
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Figure 4: The above figure shows the histograms of the five samples used throughout
this study. Each histogram is the particle size distribution following the refined
standard operating procedures derived from the series of preparation and parameter
isolation experiments. The above histograms are three successive measurement runs
and the average for each sample. Histogram A corresponds to the Bondi sample,
histogram B to the Goldsmith Crossbed sample, histogram C to the Goldsmith MicroFaults sample, histogram D to the Goldsmith Lag sample and histogram E to the
Napeague sample. Further descriptions of these samples are in the following table.
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Table 1: Samples used: Densities were determined by the displacement method.
Sample Name

Location

Density

Sample Description

Bondi

Bondi Beach,
Australia

2.48x103 g/l

Very well sorted, sub angular to sub
rounded beach sands roughly ~97%
quartz and ~3% shell fragments.

Goldsmith
Crossbed

Goldsmith Inlet
County Park,
North Shore of Long
Island

2.65x103 g/l

Well sorted, sub angular to sub
rounded sands from a beach outcrop
showing crossbedding predominately
quartz, ~>97% and some heavy
minerals ~<3%.

Goldsmith
Micro-Faults

Goldsmith Inlet
County Park,
North Shore of Long
Island

2.60x103 g/l

Well sorted, sub angular to sub
rounded sands from a beach outcrop
having small microfaults or cracks
predominately quartz, ~>98% and
some heavy minerals ~<2%.

Goldsmith Lag

Goldsmith Inlet
County Park,
North Shore of Long
Island

3.60x103 g/l

Well sorted to very well sorted, sub
angular to sub rounded sands from a
beach lag deposit collected between
waves running on shore and off shore
roughly ~80% heavy minerals
(magnetite and garnet) and ~20%
quartz.

Napeague

Napeague State Park,
South Shore of Long
Island

2.62x103 g/l

Moderately sorted, sub angular to sub
rounded beach sands, arkose sands.

Each subsample was divided into five aliquots for replicate analysis. The sampling plan
followed was through coning and subdiving into fifths (DEZORI, et. al., 2005). This
process resulted in five representative, random samples. Coning refers to the reduction in
size of a granular or powdered sample by forming a conical heap, which is spread out
into a circular, flat cake (DEZORI, et. al., 2005). These aliquots are the sediment fractions
introduced into the laser diffractometer.
Two methods of sample introduction were replicated from Sperazza (2004), the
“dried” method and the “pipette” method. The dried method involved subsampling the
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air-dried bulk sand sample by taking a random sample from the sieved fraction with a
spatula. The subsample was further divided into 5 aliquots of approximately the same
volume and each aliquot was put into a 30 milliliter (mL) bottle with a solution of 5.5
grams per liter (g/l) sodium hexametaphosphate and let sit for at least 24 hours. The
entire aliquot was then introduced directly into the beaker with the medium to create the
suspension for grain size measurement. The pipette method consisted of putting an entire
subsample in a 30mL bottle containing 20mL of 5.5 g/l sodium hexametaphosphate and
letting sit for >24 hours. Following, the suspension was agitated with a VWR Analog
Vortex Mixer and an aliquot was extracted from the suspension with a 1 mL pipette and
pipetted into the measurement beaker medium. To directly compare the methods of
subsampling and aliquot introduction, five duplicate measurements for both methods
were run on the same five samples.
Dispersant and Mediums- The chemical dispersant used is a solution of sodium
hexametaphosphate, (NaPO3)6, and deionized water. All of the experiments used a
solution of concentration 5.5 g/l (SPERAZZA et al. 2004; Tyner, 1939; TCHILLINGARIAN,
1952; ROYCE, 1970). This chemical dispersant prevented grains from aggregating during
the grain-size measurements as well as after sonication. All samples were sonicated for
one minute according to the results of Sperazza (2004) with the sonicator built into the
Hydro 2000MU pump accessory. The objective for applying the sonication is to disperse
particles while not breaking grains or flocculating the clay particles, if any. Samples
were run in various suspension mediums; these consisted of 5.5 g/l sodium
hexametaphosphate and purified water solution, and 24%, 49%, 74% ethylene glycol
solutions (TxDOT, 1999). In the experiments, a 600 mL beaker is used with 500 mL of
11
	
  

	
  

the medium- dispersant solution. Each of these mediums is coupled with the sodium
hexametaphosphate dispersant according Table 2.
Table 2: Suspension mediums used and the corresponding refractive index.
Medium

Dispersant

Refractive Index

100% purified water
dispersant solution

[5.5 g/L] Sodium Hexametaphosphate
(NaPO3)6

1.333

24% Ethylene Glycol/
74% purified water

2% [5.5 g/L] Sodium Hexametaphosphate
(NaPO3)6

1.356

49% Ethylene Glycol/
49% purified water

2% [5.5 g/L] Sodium Hexametaphosphate
(NaPO3)6

1.381

74% Ethylene Glycol/
24% purified water

2% [5.5 g/L] Sodium Hexametaphosphate
(NaPO3)6

1.407

The sodium hexametaphosphate dispersant proportion of 2% is used in the ethylene
glycol solutions to replicate the solution used by the Texas Department of Transportation
(1999). For a direct comparison of the suspension mediums, five duplicate measurements
for the various mediums were run on the same five samples.
Optimizing Machine Parameters
In addition to evaluating methods of sample preparation, a series of experiments
were conducted on the laser diffractometer settings and measurement parameters to
assess the impacts of coarse-grained sediments on these settings. Five aliquots of five
samples from various locations were run according to the machine standard operating
procedures outlined in Sperazza (2004), consisting of an obscuration between 10- 20%,
pump speed of 2000 revolutions per minute (rpm) and run length of 12 seconds.
Obscuration helps to set the concentration of the sample when it is added to the
12
	
  

	
  

dispersant (Malvern Mastersizer Manual, 1997). It is a measure of the amount of laser
light lost due to the introduction of the sample within the analyzer beam (Malvern
Mastersizer Manual, 1997). These machine parameters were varied through a series of
experiments that modified the obscuration of the laser beam, the speed of the pump and
the length of time of the analyses. The refractive index of the sediment and the degree of
absorption of the laser by the sediment were not altered as they were in the previous
study by Sperazza (2004) since it was concluded that the index of refraction has little
impact over the range for natural sediments, if absorption is properly set. Absorption
value accounts for the attenuation of light as it passes through the particle (Malvern
Mastersizer Manual, 1997). Absorption values were set at 1 for all experiments
according to the optimal values reported in Sperazza (2004). The absorption value is set
in the software, before an analysis by selecting “measure” à “manual measurement” à
“options” à “select sample material”, here a pre-cataloged material from the “material
list” can be selected or “add new” can be selected where the user can enter the absorption
value for the material being analyzed.
Obscuration- The degree of obscuration is representative of the amount of sample
in the suspension. Malvern Instruments recommends an acceptable range for obscuration
to be between 10 to 20 percent. In order to determine the optimal range of obscuration
values for coarse-grained particles, obscuration was varied in two ways: “addition” and
“dilution.” First, an addition approach was taken to alter the obscuration. The degree of
obscuration was varied in increments of about (as close to) 1 percent by adding sample
by pipette directly into the measurement beaker to achieve a range from ~1 to ~45
percent. Second, a high concentration suspension was made in the measurement beaker
13
	
  

	
  

with a starting obscuration of ~45 percent. The first sample tested was over this range,
while the other two samples were tested over a range of ~1 to ~30 percent due to the
stress that the first sample put on the machine. This was decreased by adding additional
suspension medium with a pipette (deionized water with sodium hexametaphosphate
5.5g/l concentrated solution) to the beaker so that the degree of obscuration would
incrementally reduce by about ~1% with each addition until ~1% obscuration was
achieved. For both the addition and dilution methods of altering the obscuration, five
replicate analyses were conducted on three samples.
Pump Speed- The Hydro 2000 MU pump accessory unit has variable speed
settings that can be adjusted to accommodate particles of various sizes and densities. The
pump speed experiments were conducted by measuring an aliquot of sample over a range
of revolutions per minute (rpm) values without removing the measurement beaker. The
five samples varied in density, from 2.18 g/mL for the quartz rich sands to 3.60 g/mL for
the heavy mineral assemblage sand lag deposits. Five aliquots of each sample were run
over a pump speed ranging from 1000 rpm to 3000 rpm at increments of 100 rpm in a
600 mL beaker with 500 mL of medium in order to isolate the effects of pump speed on
measurement data. The mediums used in the experiments were the 5.5 g/l sodium
hexametaphosphate solution, 24%, 49% and 74% glycol solutions.
Measurement Duration- The Malvern Mastersizer 2000 takes 1000 measurement
snaps per second of the sediment. In order to optimize the length of time of the sample
analysis run, the time was varied from 1 to 30 seconds. This will vary the amount of
snaps in the measurement from 1,000 snaps to 30,000 snaps per measurement. Grain size
runs in this variable analysis are reported as the average of three successive runs, a total
14
	
  

	
  

of 3,000 to 90,000 snaps being considered. The time was varied on five aliquots of the
five samples suspended in each of the various mediums in 1-second increments without
removing the measurement beaker in order to find the optimal length of run time for
coarse grain size analysis.
Results and Discussion
Subsampling and Aliquot Introduction
Dry sieving the sample before subsampling is a necessary sample preparation step
when working with sand sized sediments. Grains larger than 1.5 millimeters may not
pass through the Hydro 2000 MU pump and particles may get lodged in the propeller,
jamming the pump. The preliminary dry sieving of the sample did not skew the results in
the target grain size range and larger particles are recovered for use, if needed, in the
study. Of the five samples, only two had grains larger than 1.4 mm, these were <1% of
the bulk sample mass of those two samples, the Goldsmith Microfault and Napeague
sands.
Of the two aliquot introduction techniques, both proved to have high
reproducibility in the results and show no distinct differences in the reported grain sizes
(Figure 5). The dried method could result in adding too much sample initially and having
to lower the obscuration percent later on by diluting the suspension. After applying the
minute of sonication with the pump accessory, some samples show an increase in
obscuration value due to the dispersion of finer grains stuck onto the coarser grains. For
this reason, the pipette method is preferred because it allows the sample aliquot to be
introduced into the measurement beaker in a controlled manor.
15
	
  

	
  

Aliquot Introduction Methods
700

Median Grain Size (µm)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Bondi

Goldsmith Crossbed

Goldsmith Lag

Goldsmith MicroFault

Napeague

Dried

355

267

364

280

577

Pipette

354

270

370

301

583

Figure 5: Comparison between the dried and pipette sample aliquot introduction
methods. Median grain sizes in table are the average of five runs under the refined
machine parameters. Uncertainty for each method is plotted in the corresponding
error bars and presented in supplement table; ranged from 0.43% for the Bondi sample
to 1.91% for the Goldsmith Lag sample with pipette introduction, and from 0.88% for
the Bondi sample to 2.31% for the Napeague sample with dried introduction.
Sample can be added in a few drops at a time compared to directly introducing the whole
aliquot at once. When introducing an aliquot of a subsample using the pipette method, it
is important to ensure that the pipette can take in the largest grain size fraction in the
sample so that there is not over sampling of the finer grained material due to the larger
sizes remaining in the bottle. Sperazza (2004) suggests that mixing a larger subsample,
as required by the pipette method, may promote homogenization of the subsample and
subsequently improve uncertainty at the aliquot level. The pipette method of introduction
consistently resulted in lower percent uncertainty, ranging from 0.433% for Bondi to
1.91% for the Goldsmith Lag. Uncertainty was calculated by running five replicate
measurements per introduction method on the same five samples, similar to calculating
uncertainty for the Sperazza (2004). It is thought that this shift towards the lower end of
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uncertainties is due to the homogenization of the subsample through this method. The
dried method may be more susceptible to preferentially selecting grains of certain sizes
and/ or densities based on sample settling in the bulk sample when creating the
subsamples and aliquots.
Dispersant and Medium
The chemical dispersant used in all experiments was sodium hexametaphosphate
(TxDOT, 1999; TYNER, 1939; TCHILLINGARIAN, 1952; ROYCE, 1970). This was used in a
solution of purified water to disperse small grains and prevent grains from aggregating
after the one minute of sonication. The initial volume of suspension medium for the
particle size analysis was 500 mL of the 5.5 g/l sodium hexametaphosphate solution.
Additional experimental mediums included varying amounts of ethylene glycol were
measured according to the standard operating procedures established by the Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT), in Tex-238-F. The Texas Department of
Transportation hypothesis was that the higher viscosity of the glycol might better suspend
the particles than the water and chemical dispersant solution. The results from the series
of experiments showed that the suspension medium has insignificant effect on the grain
size results, aside from the 74% glycol solution which resulted in consistently lower
median grain sizes and had increased associated error. A more viscous medium does not
significantly enhance the suspended particles when compared to the 5.5 g/l sodium
hexametaphosphate and water solution (Figure 6). At higher concentrations of the
ethylene glycol solutions, the Malvern Mastersizer 2000 encountered problems with the
cell being “wet” or “dirty” and measurements were unable to be completed. The machine
had to be flushed with bleach to effectively clean the cell windows for measurement.
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Suspension Mediums
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Figure 6: Comparison of the suspension mediums. Median grain sizes are the average
of five runs for each of the suspension mediums under the refined parameters.
Frequent cleaning procedures of this nature can lead to earlier degradation of the tubes
connecting the pump and laser diffractometer. Moreover, higher concentrations of the
ethylene glycol solutions (49% and 74%) had higher percent uncertainties associated with
it. This increase in uncertainty could be due to the measurement cell appearing “wet” or
“dirty” to the machine during measurement runs, making it increasingly difficult for the
machine to compare the runs to each other when calculating the average grain size.
Another suggestion for this could be attributed to the fact that as viscosity increases, a
higher pump speed may be needed to pump the solution with the sediment through the
laser diffractometer. The 74% ethylene glycol solution has a lower reported median grain
size for all of the samples and higher uncertainty, perhaps explaining that an increase in
pump speed is needed with higher viscosities to ensure that the solution gets through the
cell and can pick up the larger grain sizes.
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Obscuration
Optimal obscuration occurs when a sufficient number of suspended particles are
present to significantly diffract the laser beam but the suspension is not so dense that the
laser light cannot penetrate the suspension. The effect of obscuration on sand sized
particles was tested over a range from ~1 to ~45 percent obscuration. The results show
that below 8% and above 28% obscuration reported median grain size has high
variability. Experimental results are stable between 16 to 24 percent obscuration (Figure
7). This is consistent with the results found for very fine-grained materials, 10-50 µm, in
Sperazza (2004), where the range of 15 to 20 percent was adopted as the target for the
standard operating procedure. When obscuration values were >35% the pump accessory
was being stressed and became jammed a few times. This is due to the amount of
material that was in the measurement beaker to achieve a high obscuration value. For
this reason, obscuration analyses were only run on samples in the purified water and not
with the ethylene glycol suspension medium to reduce the risk of harming the pump.
Additionally, the obscuration was only analyzed on three samples, Goldsmith Crossbed
sands, Goldsmith Micro-Fault sands and Bondi Beach sands because of the strain that the
high amounts (about 45+ grams) of sediment required for this experimental test were
putting onto the pump. During these runs the pump would sound strained and was
experiencing some issues and I did not want to break the pump accessory. All samples
exhibited stability in both the addition and dilution analysis after about 15% obscuration.
Malvern recommends running the analysis at a lower obscuration for optimal results
(Malvern Mastersizer Manual, 1997). That recommendation is supported by these results
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Figure 7: Median grain sizes of the sample versus percent obscuration. Runs were completed at a time of 12
seconds, constant pump speed and varying percent obscuration from ~1-45% for the first sample and ~1-30% for
the remaining two samples. Varying obscuration by addition of new sample and dilution of sample in measurement
beaker were tested on three samples.
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and suggests that there is no need to run the obscuration at a level higher than what can

be handled by the pump accessory.

	
  

Pump Speed
The effect of pump speed on resultant grain size was examined through a series of
experiments with samples suspended in sodium hexametaphosphate solution and 49%
glycol. Sediments are suspended in the measurement beaker by turbulence created by the
Hydro 2000 pump accessory. This turbulence propels the suspension through a closed
system tube setup so that the suspension is driven through the measurement cell and
returned to the measurement beaker. When the samples were run under the standard
operating procedure pump speed of 2000 rpm, there was variability in the reported grain
sizes towards the coarser size fractions. The measurement cell was taken out of the laser
diffractometer and the pump was left continually running at pump speeds from 1000 rpm
to 3000 rpm so that the behavior of the sediments in the cell could be observed. At 2200
rpm, there were some grains that did not leave the measurement cell and circled around.
Additionally, some grains would slowly move downward in the cell rather than flowing
through. When the cell was removed and pump speed was running at 2600 rpm, all the
grains would flow smoothly through the measurement cell.
The analytical effect of variation in pump speed on median grain size was tested
experimentally from 1000 to 3000 rpm. The results showed that sand sized sediment
suspended in a 5.5 g/l sodium hexametaphosphate solution is stable between 2400 to
3000 rpm (Figure 8A). There is gradual variability in the samples between 2200 to 2400
rpm and high variability at pump speeds <2200 rpm. The coarse grained samples
suspended in the 49% water/ 49% glycol/ 2% sodium hexametaphosphate (TxDOT,
1999) medium are all stable between 2600 to 3000 rpm (Figure 8B). All but the coarsest
grained sample (median grain size ~600µm) are stable between 2300 to 3000 rpm.
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Figure 8: A-Median grain size of the samples versus pump speed with sediment
suspended in the standard 5.5 g/l sodium hexametaphosphate (Na(PO3)6) and water
solution. Runs were completed at a time of 12 seconds, obscuration held between 1520% and varying pump speed. B- Median grain size of the samples versus pump speed
suspended in a 49% glycol, 49% deionized water and 2% sodium hexametaphosphate
(Na(PO3)6) solution. Runs were completed at a time of 12 seconds, obscuration
between 15-20% and varying pump speed.

The experimental results for all samples show moderate variability between 1900 to 2200
rpm and significant variability <1900 rpm. At pump speeds nearing 3000 rpm, surface
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turbulence was dramatically increased, which could result in the introduction of air
bubbles to the measurement beaker, leading to erroneous results. Based on these
observations and experimental results a pump speed of 2600 rpm was selected as the
optimum and was used in the other experimental measurements in this study. All
samples in all mediums showed stability at this pump speed.
Measurement Duration
With time, there is a chance to have greater variability in the reported grain sizes
due to the increased heterogeneity in samples that are moderately or poorly sorted. The
Malvern Mastersizer 2000 and pump accessory work in a closed system so that the
suspension that is carried through the measurement cell is continuously being circulated
around. The objective of this parameter was to find an optimal length of time for
measurements to accurately analyze the grain size representative of all suspended
particles. The Malvern instrument takes 1,000 data snaps per second with three
consecutive runs, the software then computes the averages of these runs to give a final
grain size report. The length of time for each run was varied from 1 to 30 seconds in 1second increments. All grain size measurements were stable between 7 to 17 seconds
(Figure 9). There was a slight variability <7 seconds and >17 seconds in some samples.
The variability at the shorter times is most likely attributed to not having enough time to
fully represent the aliquot in the suspension. Variation at the longer times was a slight,
but gradual increase in grain size, this could be due to finer grained particles adhering to
coarser grains as a nucleus, causing them to be represented as larger. It is recognized that
the 30-second duration provides a higher number of counts, and accordingly, lower
uncertainty. However, since the results are stable over time and the method seeks to
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maintain efficiency, the previously establish measurement time of 12 seconds was very
stable in our experiments and continues to be recommended since there is no analytical
gain to extending the measurement time for the coarser grained samples.
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Figure 9: Median grain size of the samples versus time. Runs were completed at a
constant pump speed, obscuration between 15-20% and varying the length of run.
Measurement rate is 1,000 laser pulses per second, reported data is an average of 3
runs, or an average of 3,000 pulses.

Methodology Conclusions
After measuring five aliquots of five samples under the standard operating
procedures for fine-grained materials outlined in Sperazza (2004) results were not
consistent in the coarse-grained fraction (Figure 10A). In this study the sample
preparation procedures and machine parameters were isolated through a series of multiple
experiments to assess the effects of each variable with the goal of optimizing the laser
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diffraction techniques for coarser grained, sand sized, sediments. The experimental
design was modeled after the design for fine grained sediment conducted in Sperazza
(2004). Results are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Summary of the experimental results from this study.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Target	
  Test	
  

Sieve	
  

	
  
Sample	
  
Preparation	
  

Aliquot	
  
Introduction	
  
Suspension	
  
Medium	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
Machine	
  
Parameter	
  

Obscuration	
  

Tested	
  
Range	
  

Analytical	
  Impact	
  

No	
  sieve	
  vs.	
   Particles>1.45mm	
  have	
  the	
  
1.4mm	
  
potential	
  to	
  jam	
  the	
  pump	
  
accessory	
  and	
  not	
  be	
  
introduced	
  to	
  the	
  measurement	
  
cell.	
  
Dried	
  vs.	
  
No	
  significant	
  difference	
  in	
  
Pipette	
  
results	
  dependent	
  on	
  
introduction	
  method.	
  
Na(PO3)6	
  
No	
  significant	
  difference	
  in	
  
24%	
  glycol	
   results	
  between	
  the	
  mediums,	
  
49%	
  glycol	
   except	
  with	
  the	
  74%	
  glycol	
  
74%	
  glycol	
   solution.	
  
1-‐45%	
  
Stable	
  between	
  15	
  to	
  24%.	
  
High	
  variability	
  <8%	
  and	
  >28%.	
  

Pump	
  Speed	
  

1000-‐	
  	
  3000	
   Stable	
  between	
  2400	
  to	
  3000	
  
RPM	
  
RPM.	
  
Gradual	
  variability	
  between	
  
2200	
  to	
  2400	
  RPM.	
  
High	
  variability	
  <2200	
  RPM.	
  
Length	
  of	
  Run	
  
1-‐30	
  
Stable	
  between	
  7	
  to	
  17	
  
seconds	
  
seconds.	
  
Slight	
  variability	
  <7	
  and	
  >17	
  
seconds	
  in	
  some	
  samples.	
  

Impact	
  
compared	
  to	
  
fine-‐	
  grained	
  
parameters	
  
High	
  

Refined	
  
Standard	
  
Operating	
  
Procedure	
  
Dry	
  sieve	
  at	
  
1.4mm	
  

Low	
  

Pipette	
  

Low	
  

Na(PO3)6	
  
	
  

Medium	
  

15-‐20%	
  

High	
  

2600	
  RPM	
  

Low	
  

12	
  seconds	
  

Sample preparation for coarse grained sediments involved the addition of dry
sieving the bulk sample first before subsampling to separate out any grains (>1.4 mm)
that might not be able to pass through the Hydro 2000 MU pump. Two methods of
aliquot introduction were tested, the dried and pipette, with no dramatic variation in the
reported grain size. The pipette method is preferred, when sample lamina are not
preserved, because sample introduction can be better controlled and allow for the proper
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obscuration range to be achieved more efficiently. If lamina are present in the sample,
and the difference between the lamina would be of interest, it is recommended to directly
sample from each lamina and introduce through the dried method to prevent mixing of
the lamina. Moreover, a larger subsample is mixed with the dispersant and may improve
uncertainty at the aliquot level by promoting homogenization of the subsample. This is
supported by the lower uncertainties associated with the pipette introduction method.
The only sample with a slightly higher uncertainty with the pipette introduction method is
the Goldsmith Lag sample. This could be attributed to the increased density of the
heavier mineral assemblage of this sample, causing some loss of sample when extracting
the pipette from the sample jar.
The chemical dispersant used throughout the experiments was the sodium
hexametaphosphate; this is commonly used in various studies (TYNER, 1939;
TCHILLINGARIAN, 1952; ROYCE, 1970). This was tested against a more viscous fluid,
ethylene glycol, used by the Texas Department of Transportation. Glycol concentrations
of 24%, 49% and 74% were tested but did not improve experimental results or reduce the
need for higher pump speeds. It is recommended to use the 5.5 g/l sodium
hexametaphosphate and water solution for sample dispersant and suspension medium.
The optical parameters of the machine were not adjusted in this study because the
naturally occurring sediments utilized have similar mineralogy to those measured in the
previous study. Sperazza (2004) goes into extensive detail on the effects of absorption
and index of refraction on laser diffraction measurements. The parameters isolated and
analyzed in this study were the obscuration, pump speed, and length of run time. When
compared to the fine-grained parameters, altering the length of run time had minimal
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effect on coarse-grained material and the obscuration had a slight effect on the reported
grain size. With coarse-grained sediment it is important to keep the obscuration in the 15
to 25% range. Exceeding this amount can result in having too much sediment sample in
the measurement beaker, which can strain the pump. Below this range, there may not be
enough sediment particles suspended in the measurement cell to sufficiently diffract the
laser beam. Experiments on these parameters confirm the previously suggested values,
obscuration between 15 to 20% and a run time of 12 seconds. Isolating the pump speed
variable had a significant impact on reported coarse grain size compared to the finegrained parameters. In this study we have shown that the variable results from running
the coarse grained materials under the fine-grained standard operating procedures were
attributed mainly to the pump speed used. To observe this, the cell was taken out of the
laser diffractometer while pumping the suspension through at various pump speeds. At
lower pump speeds, 1000 to 2200 rpm, sediment particles were not making their way
through the measurement cell. At lower pump speeds, 1000 to 1700 rpm, some sediment
was settling to the bottom of the measurement beaker and not being introduced through
the measurement cell for analysis. At pump speeds from 1000 to 2200 rpm, some
particles that were introduced into the measurement cell remained in the cell and slowly
circulated around in turbulence, this leads to simply oversampling of these larger
particles that did not have enough propulsion from the pump to move up through the cell
and exit. Moreover, some of the larger grains would slowly move downwards in the cell
along one axis. This type of behavior results in misrepresentation of the grain size and
result in a reported grain size that is coarser than the actual sediment size. Once
increasing the pump speed to 2300 rpm, stable and reproducible results in the samples
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with median grain size ~300 µm occurred. When the pump speed was increased to the
stable value of 2600 rpm and the cell was taken out for observation, all particles moved
linearly through the cell with no oversampling.
While the suspension medium, except for the 74% glycol solution, did not have
an impact on the reported grain size, a more viscous fluid (ex: glycol solution) can be
used as in TxDOT (1999) for coarse- grained materials, but is not necessary for improved
or optimal results. The change in solution viscosity did not change the recommendation
of the 2600 rpm pump speed. It is important to note, that a solution that deviates from
about ~50% water can cause the laser diffraction cell to appear “wet” or “dirty” and that
this problem is alleviated by rinsing the diffractometer with a bleach solution. This
treatment of the machine can lead to premature degradation of machine tubing and
excessive cell cleaning. For this reason, it is recommended to continue to run grain size
analysis in the 5.5 g/l sodium hexametaphosphate and water solution.
The comparison between the reported grain sizes using the previous methods and
the refined methodology, summarized in Table 3, is shown in Figure 10A&B. It is
important to note that there is no longer the inconsistency between the three measurement
analyses and the average in the coarse-grained fraction, rather, there is one tight curve
showing the low error and increased accuracy of the method (Figure 10B). Laserdiffraction on coarse-grained sediment varies from fine-grained sediment in that a sample
preparation step of dry bulk sieving the sample at 1.4 mm is required so that the pump
does not become jammed. The revised machine parameters for laser diffraction of
naturally occurring coarse-grained sediment require an increase in pump speed to 2600
rpm from 2000 rpm, while maintaining an obscuration of between 15 to 20% and a
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measurement time of 12 seconds.

Figure 10: Comparison of the reported grain sizes of the same sample run under the
methods outlined in Sperazza et. al., 2004 and the refined methods. The previous
standard operating procedures (A) correspond to a pump speed of 2000 rpm and
analysis time of 12 seconds, keeping obscuration between 10-20%. Refined parameters
(B) have a recommended pump speed of 2600 rpm, 12 second analysis time and
obscuration between 15-20%. Following these refined parameters brings the three
measurements and the average in line to a tight curve, with no variation in the coarsegrained fraction. Average associated uncertainty went from 6.16% to 1.27%.
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These refined sample preparation techniques and machine parameters yield grain
size analysis results that can be reproduced with high levels of confidence and
uncertainty of ~1.7% at 2 sigma. The uncertainty analysis was focused on the median
grain size measurement, D50. Uncertainty is used as a measure of precision and is
calculated at the 95% confidence interval. To quantify the overall uncertainty, 7 samples
(five of which were used throughout this methods study as well as two additional
samples) were run through 7 replicate analysis under the refined parameters derived in
this study (Table 3). The equation used to calculate uncertainty at the 95% confidence
interval is:

Microsoft Excel was used to build the formula and calculate the various parameters using
the build in statistical functions. The highest calculated uncertainty associated with a
sample is reported. It is important to note that the samples used in this methods study are
all mono-modal. A bimodal or polymodal distribution will have different total
uncertainties associated with the distribution. For example, a larger percent volume of
fine grains will have more uncertainty associated with the ninethieth percentile, D90, then
the tenth percentile.
Careful application of the techniques must be ensured since error can be
introduced through variations in sample preparation procedures, machine settings and
parameters. It has been suggested that another possible source of error could be the
optical properties associated with the diverse mineral compositions of naturally occurring
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sediments. However, this study tested a variety of sands with different compositions and
the absorption value was set at 1 for all of the measurements. This study has shown that
laser diffraction can measure sand sized sediments quickly, with high reproducibility and
without the need for extensive mineralogical determinations. Such precision and
efficiency makes possible a new generation of sedimentologic studies where subtle
changes in grain size on small scales can be analyzed and used to infer changes in barrier
island environments and subenvironments.
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Chapter 3
Grain Size as a Proxy of Depositional Environment Through Assessment of
Sediment Cores from Kismet, Fire Island, New York
Study Area
Fire Island is a barrier island located south of the terminal moraine of the
Laurentian ice sheet, which began its retreat about 8,000-12,000 years ago (SCHWAB, et
al., 2000; SCHUBERT, 2009). The island is 32 miles long and averages less than half a
mile wide. It is below the southern coast of Long Island and separates Great South Bay
and Moriches Bay from the Atlantic Ocean. Barrier island beaches are similar to
mainland beaches but are separated from land by a shallow lagoon, estuary or marsh and
are commonly dissected by tidal channels or inlets (PIERCE AND COLQUHOUN, 1970 and
RIGGS, et al., 1995). The oldest part of the Fire Island barrier is in the center, near the
Watch Hill area (SCHWAB, et al., 2000; LEATHERMAN AND ALLEN, 1985; PANAGEOTOU
AND

LEATHERMAN, 1986).
The study area is located approximately 13 miles West of Watch Hill and is in an

area where barrier island transgression is much less rapid compared to the Eastern most
parts of the barrier island system (SCHWAB et al., 2000). Beach, dune and aeolian or
backbarrier flat environments are well developed here. It is hoped that a study of the
modern deposits will serve as an aid in distinguishing similar environments in older
sediments. To complete the field-work, a permit was obtained from the National Park
Service and five sediment cores were collected in a shoreline normal transect (Figure 11).
Additionally, grab samples of the surface sediments were collected laterally from the core
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locations at increments of 0.5 and 1 meter to both sides corresponding to the dune, beach
!

(sand and lag deposits) and aeolian flat or backbarrier environments.

Kismet!C1&2!

Kismet!B1&2!

Kismet!A1!

Figure 11: The location of the study area on Fire Island and a close up of the
shoreline normal transect along which the sediment cores were taken. The first core,
A was taken closer to the ocean beach, B1 and B2 in the middle of the island and C1
and C2 were taken from the bay side.

Methods
When collecting the sediment cores it is important to maintain the stratigraphy
and a simple auger or push core is not sufficient, as these methods will disturb the
stratigraphic relationships of the sediments. Vibracoring is a subsurface sediment
acquisition technique (PIERCE AND HOWARD, 1969; HOWARD AND FREY, 1975; DREHER
et al., 2008; BISHOP et al., 2011) that returns sediment preserved within its stratigraphic
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and sedimentologic context. Cores are measured for grain size with depth and
stratigraphy is assessed visually.
Core Collection
The cores are collected through the vibracoring method using Hofstra
University’s vibracore system. Vibracoring is a technique for collecting unconsolidated
sediments and works by combining gravity and high frequency vibration to penetrate the
substrate. In general, the frequency of vibrations is in the range of 3,000 to 11,000
vibrations per minute (vpm) and the amplitude of movement is on the order of a few
millimeters. As a result, the vibrations cause a thin layer of sediment to mobilize along
the inner and outer tube wall, which reduces the friction along the core but also causes 12 millimeters of disturbance on the edges of the core. This is minor when analyzing the
core since the core diameter is 7.62 centimeters (3 inches) across. The coring methods
followed involve sharpening the bottom end of the core pipe to enhance the ability of the
pipe to cut through plants and roots before penetrating unconsolidated sands with a 7.62
centimeter diameter aluminum irrigation pipe driven into the subsurface. Approximately
two and a half meter (eight feet) long sections of pipe are oriented vertically to the
substrate surface and driven by hand a few centimeters into the sediment. A cementvibrating machine is clamped to the pipe along with several lengths of rope used to guide
the pipe downward after the vibrating machine is started up. The cement-vibrating
machine is gasoline powered and resembles a lawnmower engine attached to a small
wheelbarrow. A cable and vibrating head are attached to the engine with U-bolts. The
downward force supplied by pulling on the ropes paired with the vibrations mobilizes the
sediments that come in direct contact with the pipe allowing it to penetrate (Figure 12).
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Prior to removal, a cap is secured on the top of the core pipe to create a suction seal as the
core is pulled upward from the ground.

Figure 12: (Top) The sediment core is being drilled into the ground by the power from the
motor and the downward force of three ropes, evenly spaced around the sediment core.
Figure 13: (Bottom) The vibracore has been capped and is being pulled upward by a farm
jack.
The core is removed from the subsurface using a hand-operated farm jack and ropes to
pull the core up and out of the hole (Figure 13). The <10 centimeter diameter hole
remaining self sealed within minutes as the unconsolidated sediment along the sides
flows into the gap. Apart from a small area of trampled vegetation, disruption of the
coring sites was minimal.
When collecting sediment cores, it is important to account for the degree of
compaction. Compaction was measured in the sediment cores at maximum penetration
depth when the vibracore no longer penetrates the substrate and drilling ceases. The
depth from the top of the core barrel to the top of the sediment surface inside the pipe is
measured, the length of the pipe remaining above the ground is measured and former is
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subtracted from the latter to determine compaction of sediment inside the core barrel
(Bishop, et al., 2011). The equation used for compaction is as follows:
Compaction = (Depth to Top of Sediment Inside Pipe) – (Length of Pipe Above Ground)
In order to analyze the sediment cores, they had to be split. Splitting methods
consisted of marking the top and bottom of the cores at 0O and 180O with a circular
protractor to ensure that they were spilt exactly in half. Then a line connecting the top
and bottom marks was drawn with a tape measure as a guide. Using electric scissors, the
core was cut along one of these lines and then taped along the cut so that the other side
could be cut with the scissor. Once both sides were cut, a large knife was used to slice
the core in half. The knife was not slid down the length of the core as not to disturb the
sediments or stratigraphy. The core was allowed to separate into halves along natural
breaks but when necessary, the knife was inserted into the core and gently pulled out in a
stabbing or cutting motion. Photographs of the cores were taken before any analyses
were done (Figure 14).
Visual Description
The sediment cores were described on a centimeter scale basis through visual
descriptions and microscope analysis. All cores were described for sediment type, color,
mineralogy, abruptness of contact between distinct sedimentary deposits and grain size
similar to the vibracore description method in Scileppi and Donnelly (2007). The
mineralogy was completed through microscope analysis and was completed for each of
the visually distinct sedimentary deposits. This data provides an additional qualitative
description of the sediments preserved in each of the cores. Grain-size analysis was
conducted using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000. Grain size provides a quantitative
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description of the preserved sediments in addition to being used in a proxy development
of depositional environment and barrier island facies.
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Figure 14: Photograph of all of the
sediment cores taken, except for core
B2, which was 30 centimeters of
unconsolidated dune sands and
plants.
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Typical barrier beach sediment consists of well-sorted and rounded sand
(SCILEPPI AND DONNELLY, 2007; BOGGS, 1995). Overwash deposits commonly have
sharp lower contacts, which indicate a sudden onset of high transport energy and, in some
cases, the erosion of substrate during the event (SCILEPPI AND DONNELLY, 2007;
DONNELLY et al., 2001b; DONNELLY AND WEBB, 2004). Dark, parallel laminations of
heavy minerals are common features of overwash deposits (SCHWARTZ, 1975; HENNESSY
AND

ZARILLO, 1987). To summarize:

•

Barrier beach sediment: well-sorted and rounded sand

•

Overwash deposits: dark, heavy mineral, parallel laminations and sharp lower
contacts

Grain-Size Analysis
Grain-size analysis was performed for the length of all cores at 1-centimeter
intervals. A tape measure was laid out along the core to ensure sampling accuracy at
each centimeter. The samples were subsampled from one half of the split core with a
microspatula. The core aliquot was then passed through the number 14, 1.4 mm mesh,
sieve. The material passing though this sieve is within the practical limit of the laser
diffractometer and put into a clean and labeled 30 mL sample container and filled with
20mL 5.5 g/L sodium hexametaphosphate solution. Every aliquot taken from each of the
cores passed through the 1.44mm sieve, except in a few instances when a twig, shell
fragment or sparse pebble sized grain was sieved out. Each sample aliquot was between
5.0 to 10.0 grams. Sample mass was variable depending on the obscuration reading from
the Malvern Mastersizer 2000. The finer grained samples required a lower mass of
sample than the coarser grained sands. This difference is due to the particle density per
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weight of sample; finer sands have more particles per gram than coarser sands to
sufficiently diffract the laser beams. Obscuration was kept between 15-20% for all
samples; this is within the range of 10-20% obscuration as recommended by the results of
the methodology studies (DIAS AND SPERAZZA, 2012; DIAS AND SPERAZZA, 2013;
SPERAZZA et al., 2004). After sitting in the solution for a minimum of 24 hours, the
samples were first agitated with the VWR Analog Vortex Mixer, then pipetted into the
measurement beaker filled with 500mL sodium hexametaphosphate for analysis via the
laser diffractometer. After adding the sample to the measurement beaker, ultrasonication
was run through the Hydro 2000 MU pump accessory for one minute. According to the
refined methodology aforementioned, pump speed for analysis was set to 2600 rpm and a
measurement length of 12 seconds. The calculated particle size distribution is an average
of three, 12-second measurement runs. The median grain size, D50, from this average is
used in the statistical analyses.
Statistical Analysis
Grain-size data was exported as a text file from the Malvern Mastersizer software
and imported to Microsoft Excel for statistical analysis. Grain size has been used to
distinguish between beach, barrier-flat and dune facies (SIMMS, et. al., 2006). Mason and
Folk (1958) used statistical analysis of grain size data to differentiate between the beach,
dune and aeolan flat environments of a barrier island off of the Texas Gulf Coast. This
study will statistically analyze the grain size data for skewness, the third moment, as well
as calculate the fourth moment of the data, kurtosis (HAZEWINKEL, 1993; PROKHOROV,
1990). The statistical parameters will each be plotted against the median grain size.
According to Simms (2006) populations are best found and distinguished by a plot of
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skewness versus mean. A new method of recognizing clusters in the grain size data is
introduced in this study, K-means clustering. K-means is widely used to recognize
clusters in data sets in data mining, social sciences and survey data but has not been used
to look at clustering in facies modeling.
Skewness is often used in statistical analysis to see if the data from a distribution
is sound (DOANE AND SEWARD, 2011; YULE AND KENDALL, 1950). Statistically,
skewness measures the degree of asymmetry of a distribution; the skewness of a normal
distribution, where mean = median = mode, is zero since a normal distribution is
symmetric (DOANE AND SEWARD, 2011; ARNOLD AND GROENEVELD, 1995). A positive
skewness value indicates a distribution with an asymmetric tail extending towards more
positive values, where Mean > Median > Mode (DOANE AND SEWARD, 2011; ARNOLD
AND

GROENEVELD, 1995). Conversely, a negative skewness would have a tail extending

towards more negative values, and Mean < Median < Mode (DOANE AND SEWARD, 2011;
ARNOLD AND GROENEVELD, 1995). Values far from zero suggest a non-normal, or
skewed, population (DOANE AND SEWARD, 2011; RAYNER, et al., 1995). Mathematically,
skewness is represented by the following equation:

Microsoft Excel has a built in function located in the statistics catalogue to calculate the
skewness of a dataset, SKEW( ). This statistical function of Microsoft Excel was used
for all skewness calculations. Skewness was calculated for each centimeter increment
from all of the sediment cores. Additionally, skewness was calculated for the surface
grab samples, representing the modern, known barrier beach facies. A plot of skewness
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versus mean for all grain-size data obtained from cores and modern samples was then
generated as a simple X-Y Scatter Plot.
Kurtosis is similar to skewness as it is also a measure of the dataset’s central
tendency (BALANDA AND MACGILLIVRAY, 1988; GROENEVELD AND MEEDEN, 1984;
MARDIA, 1970). As skewness looks at if the data is concentrated towards the right or left
of a normal distribution, kurtosis looks at the peakedness of the data (BALANDA AND
MACGILLIVRAY, 1988). It tells us if the distribution is more peaked than the normal
distribution, meaning more items are clustered about the mode value, or if the distribution
is flat on top. The distributions can be classified as mesokurtic, leptokurtic or platykurtic
(KIM AND WHITE, 2004; BALANDA AND MACGILLIVRAY, 1988; GROENEVELD AND
MEEDEN, 1984; MARDIA, 1970). Mesokurtic is a normal distribution with a kurtosis
value around 0.5 (KIM AND WHITE, 2004). Leptokurtic distributions have kurtosis values
greater than 0.525 and are characterized by peaks that are thin and tall and have tails that
are thick and heavy (KIM AND WHITE, 2004; MARDIA, 1970). Platykurtic distributions
have a kurtosis value less than 0.475, the peaks are somewhat flat, lower than mesokurtic
distributions and the tails are slender (KIM AND WHITE, 2004; MARDIA, 1970).
Mathematically, kurtosis is represented by the equation:

Located in the statistics catalogue of Microsoft Excel is a function to calculate the
kurtosis of a datasest, KURT ( ). This function was used for all kurtosis calculations.
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The formula was applied to each centimeter increment from all of the core data as well as
for the modern samples. A plot of kurtosis versus median grain size was then generated.
An additional statistical approach was introduced to identify distinct populations
or clusters in the data. Clustering algorithms are generally used in an unsupervised
fashion where the algorithm is presented with a set of data instances that must be grouped
according to some notion of similarity (WAGSTAFF et. al., 2001). K-means clustering is a
method commonly used to automatically partition a data set into clusters (WAGSTAFF et.
al., 2001; HARTIGAN AND WONG, 1979). The aim of the K-means algorithm is to divide
M points in N dimensions into K clusters so that the within-cluster sum of squares is
minimized (HARTIGAN AND WONG, 1979). K-means clustering algorithm was applied to
each sediment cores’ average grain size per centimeter with depth as well as to all of the
core data with skewness. The following Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) macro for
Microsoft Excel written by Sheldon Neilson (2011) was used (Appendix).
In summary, the algorithm works by selecting k initial cluster centers and then
iteratively refining them (WAGSTAFF, et. al., 2001; HARTIGAN AND WONG, 1979). First
each instance is assigned to its closest cluster center (WAGSTAFF, et. al., 2001; HARTIGAN
AND

WONG, 1979). Following, each cluster center is updated to be the mean of its

constituent instances (WAGSTAFF, et. al., 2001; HARTIGAN AND WONG, 1979). The
algorithm converges when there is no change in the assignment of instances to clusters
(WAGSTAFF, et. al., 2001) or when there is a K-partition of the sample with within-cluster
sum of squares which cannot be reduced by moving points from one cluster to the other
(HARTIGAN AND WONG, 1979). To achieve optimality, usually less than 10 iterations are
required (HARTIGAN AND WONG, 1979).
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Results and Discussion
Cores in this study contain generally similar stratigraphies, planar bedding with
distinct contacts between beds and are dominantly composed of sand units of varying
grain size and mineral assemblages. Sediment core A is the only core that exhibits cross
bedding stratigraphy (Figures 14 and 15) in addition to the planar bedding. Five classes
of sediment occur in the cores: quartz sand, heavy mineral sand, arkose sand, quartz or
arkose sand with heavy minerals and peat. In all cores the quartz sand and heavy mineral
sand deposits are well-rounded, well-sorted to very well sorted deposits and occur with a
sharp contact. The arkose sands, found only in the C cores (Figure 14) are sub-angular to
sub-rounded and are moderately sorted. The deposits with the mixing of heavy mineral
sands and quartz or arkose sands contain sparse pebble sized grains as well as twigs,
which were sieved out before grain size analysis. The only sediment core with
significant peat was sediment core A; small peat nodules were also found in core B1.
The peat was in the bottom 10 centimeters of the core and is a discontinuous layer with
fine-grained sediment mixed with fibrous peat nodules (Figures 14 and 15).
Sediment core A consisted of alternating layers between quartz and heavy mineral
assemblage sands as well as areas of combined quartz and heavy mineral sands (Figures
14 and 15). The middle portion of the core, about 35-70 centimeters, is dominated by
cross stratification as well as a relatively thick, 13 centimeter, pure heavy mineral sand
deposit (Figures 14 and 15). Core A also has three deposits of coarser sands that contain
some small pebbles, plant and shell fragments. The bottom of the core consists of a few
very thin, parallel heavy mineral laminations with a sharp contact between darker sands,
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possibly from organic matter, plant material, shell fragments and fibrous peat nodules
(Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Sediment core A upper section showing cross bedding and possible
storm deposit (Left). Bottom of sediment core A showing the very thin heavy
mineral parallel laminations, sharp contact and discontinuous fibrous peat
nodules (Right).
	
  

Sediment cores B1 and B2 consist primarily of quartz sands (Figure 14). Core B2
is entirely well-rounded, well-sorted, unconsolidated quartz sand with median grain size
ranging from 191 to 197 µm (micrometers). The entire length of the core, 30
centimeters, contained plant material throughout. Core B1 is nearly identical to B2 for
the top 19 centimeters. At 20 centimeters there is a slight change in color of the sands,
but they remain well-sorted, well-rounded quartz sands, plant material is also present
throughout the core until 51 centimeters. The core has a thin, <1 centimeter, heavy
mineral band at 57 to 58 centimeters and a small, fibrous peat nodule at 63 to 64
centimeters (Figure 14).
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Sediment cores C1 and C2 are composed of well-sorted, sub-angular to subrounded feldspar and well-rounded quartz sands, with a transition to darker material near
the bottom of both cores (Figure 14). C1 has an iron oxidation band at 52 centimeters,
below this plant material is present and the sands appear darker in color, possibly from
organic matter (Figure 14). Core C2 has a 5-centimeter layer of plant matter near the top
of the core, from 13 to 17 centimeters (Figure 14). The entire length of the core has
arkose and quartz sands throughout. At 75 centimeters the core has a mixing of heavy
mineral sands with the quartz and arkose sands. The bottom of the core from 75 to 97
centimeters consists of this mixed arkose, quartz and heavy mineral sand. There are also
a few very thin, parallel laminations of heavy minerals within the mixed sands. From 84
to 90 centimeters small to large pebbles are present.
Grain size analysis completed at centimeter intervals for the sediment cores
ranged from 191 to 723 µm for sediment cores A, B1, B2, C1 and C2 (Figure 16).
Sediment core A consists of median grain sizes generally in the 400-500 µm with areas of
lower grain size, 305-341 µm, associated with the heavy mineral deposits. The coarsest
particle sizes, 532-600 µm, in this core seem to be associated with areas that show a
mixing of quartz and heavy minerals, twigs, some pebble size grains and larger shell
fragments. Sediment cores B1 and B2 consisted of the finest median grain sizes, 190 to
197 µm, in the entirety of B2 and the upper 20 centimeters of B1 before increasing for
about 10 centimeters to median grain size of upper to middle 200-micrometer sizes.
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Figure 16: Grain size taken at each centimeter and plotted with depth for all five of the
sediment cores.
Sediment core B1 then dropped back to median grain size of 190 to 210 µm before
gradually increasing in grain size to 416 µm at the 51-centimeter mark, the bottom
portion of the core has grain sizes in the low 400 micrometers. There is a thin lag deposit
in this core at the 57 to 58 centimeter depth (Figure 14), which has a lower grain size, 330
µm, than the surrounding sediments, 420 µm range. Sediment cores C1 and C2 contain
the coarsest sediments with median grain sizes in the 600-700 µm range. Core C1
gradually decreases in grain size with depth, reaching a low of 580 µm in the last three
centimeters of the core. Core C2 decreases in grain size with depth for approximately 30
centimeters, before increasing again, it then the grain size decreases gradually for about
40 centimeters, then increases again. The lower 75 centimeters of this core have a
significant decrease in grain size and this is the region where the arkose and quartz sands
where mixed with the heavy mineral sands.
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Figure 16 shows overlap between core A and B1 from about 50 to 70 centimeters,
this overlap is due to the coarser grain sizes is core B1 and can be representative of a
beach environment present in both cores or as an overwash deposit bringing the coarser
sands and heavy minerals into the dunes. C1 and C2, the two cores taken from the
aeolian flat environment, show an overlap in the top ~20 centimeters (Figure 16), this can
be attributed to the modern environment sediments. Core C2 has an overlap with core A
at about 75 centimeters (Figure 16), this is interpreted to be an overwash or a storm
deposit in the cores visually and with statistical analysis.
Twenty-five samples from modern environments (10 beach, 5 beach lag, 5 dune,
5 aeolian flat or backbarrier) were also analyzed for grain size (Figure 17) in an
additional parameter to address grain size as a means of distinguishing coastal
depositional environments and use of grain size as a proxy. The modern environments
provide a dataset of known values corresponding to some of the barrier island facies
(Table 4). Skewness and kurtosis were calculated for the modern samples in Microsoft
Excel as it was for the core data and plotted on the corresponding graphs. The modern
samples were not run through k-means cluster analysis since each sample would have
resulted in one cluster.
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Figure 17: Particle size distribution for the modern environments sampled. The dune
sands had the lowest average grain size; followed by the beach lag then quartz sands
and the aeolian flat sands had the coarsest average grain size.
When the grain size data is statistically analyzed, cluster patterns in the data are
recognized. Plotting the modern samples and core data on a scatterplot of skewness
verses median grain-size shows five distinct populations (Figure 18). Population 1
contains the dune facies. Populations 2 and 3 contain the beach facies, with population 2
containing the beach quartz sand deposits and population 3 containing the beach lag
deposits. Population 4 contains the aeolian flat or backbarrier deposits. Population 5 is
thought to be storm or washover deposits. The modern samples provide a depositional
environment comparison that aids in the interpretation for what environment the clusters
in the core data are from.
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Figure 18: Skewness plotted versus median grain size for the core data and modern
environments. Five populations are visually recognized.
Directly comparing the results from this study to those found by Simms (2006)
for Mustang Island, TX show that there is no overlap or correlation between the data,
although both studies concluded that plotting skewness versus median grain size allows
for clusters in the data to be interpreted into facies. Simms (2006) was able to note two
distinct populations in the data representing the modern beaches and dunes (Population 1)
and the barrier flats (Population 2). This difference between the data can be attributed to
the fact that these studies were conducted on two different barrier island systems.
Mustang Island is in the Texas Gulf Coast whereas Fire Island is off the south shore of
Long Island and directly interacts with the Atlantic Ocean on the beach side.
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Figure 19: Direct comparison of the results from this study to results from Mustang
Island, TX.
The coarser grain sizes seen in all of the facies when compared to Simms (2006) can be
due to the increased energies. Barrier islands are active environments, the differing
results between the two studies provides support that in depth studies need to be
conducted on each barrier island system to best understand the dynamics and that
conclusions from one island system cannot be simply applied to another. Another
possibility to explain the differences between the data could be how skewness was
calculated. Simms (2006) does not provide the equation used to calculate this statistical
parameter and skewness has been defined in multiple ways. The function in excel
corrects for small sample bias by multiplying by the ratio n/(n-2) (DOANE AND SEWARD,
2011; REMENYI, et. al., 2010; CARR, 2008). The correction increases the value if the
skewness is positive, and makes the value more negative if the skewness is negative.
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With large samples, the correction is almost negligible but with small samples, the
correction is substantial (REMENYI, et. al., 2010; CARR, 2008). Additionally, Simms
(2006) analyzed grain size of the samples using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 under the
standard operating procedures in Sperazza (2004). This study has shown that those
parameters need to be refined for sand sized sediment to eliminate inconsistency between
measurements in the coarser end of the particle size distribution and increase confidence
in the results. Perhaps re-running the samples under the refined methodology would
allow for differentiation between the beach and dune facies in Simms (2006) population
1. When comparing the sample density between the two studies, this study as a higher
number of samples than the previous study, which brings up the possibility that more
samples might aid in cluster recognition. Moreover, Simms (2006) completed grain size
analysis in 25-centimeter intervals for the sediment cores, this study analyzed the
sediment cores at centimeter intervals, perhaps the centimeter scale resolution aided in
differentiating between the barrier island facies for Kismet, Fire Island.
Simms (2006) was not able to say anything meaningful about the other statistical
parameters of the data from Mustang Island. When kurtosis was run on grain size data
from the cores, it is possible to see some clustering in the data, but not as apparent as in
the skewness plot (Figures 20 and 23). The ability to differentiate between the clusters in
the kurtosis plot might be due to the higher resolution achieved by the new methodology
as well as the number of samples analyzed. When the distribution about the normal,
skewness versus kurtosis, is plotted for the core data, no clusters are recognized (Figure
21).
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Figure 20: Kurtosis plotted versus median grain size for the core data and modern
environments.
This lack of clusters can suggest that median grain size is an important characteristic of
the data that must be accounted for when plotting and interpreting for barrier island
facies. Skewness versus median grain size allows for better differentiating between
clusters than kurtosis versus median grain size. This result adds significance to
calculating and analyzing the skewness of the distribution.
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Figure 21: Plot of the distribution of the data about the normal. No apparent clusters.
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Figure 22: Plot of the results from k-means clustering algorithm run on the skewness
and median grain size data. K-means recognized five distinct clusters in the data.
K-Means Clustering
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Figure 23: Plot of the results from k-means clustering algorithm run on the kurtosis
and median grain size data. K-means recognizes three distinct clusters in the data.
Running the k-means clustering algorithm on the data resulted in clusters to be
recognized in each of the cores with depth, in the skewness and kurtosis analysis of the
grain size data. K-means clustering recognizes 5 clusters, or populations, in the core
grain size data plotted with skewness (Figure 22). Cluster 1 corresponds to the beach
facies (lag deposits). Cluster 2 is thought to be the overwash and/ or storm deposits.
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Cluster 3 is interpreted as the beach facies (quartz sands). Cluster 4 is interpreted as the
dune facies and cluster 5 as the aeolian flat or backbarrier. However, only three clusters
are recognized in the kurtosis plot. These clusters can be interpreted as the beach, dune
and aeolian flat environments, respectively (Figure 23). The kurtosis analysis looses the
ability to differentiate between the beach sands and beach lag deposits as well as the
overwash deposits.
When k-means is run on the grain size data with depth for core A, and B1 3
clusters are distinguished (Figures 24 and 25). K-means recognizes 2 clusters in the grain
size changes with depth for C1 and C2 (Figures 26 and 27); B2 returns only 1 cluster.
The clusters for core A are thought to correspond to the beach sands and lag deposits of
the beach facies as well as storm deposits.
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Cluster 1 contains the lag deposits present in the top 13-14 centimeters of the core as well
as the middle section, ~35-70 centimeters. Also contained in cluster 1 are the finer quartz
sands at the bottom of the core near the peat deposit. Cluster 2 contains the coarser storm
deposits and cluster 3 contains the quartz beach sands. The clusters present in core B1
correspond to the dune facies and the beach facies, including differences between the
beach lag deposits and the quartz beach sands. Cluster 1 consists of the dune facies.
Cluster 2 contains the lag deposit present at 57-58 centimeters, this cluster also contains
either coarse dune sands or finer beach sands. Cluster 3 contains the quartz beach sands.
Visually, the deposits in core C1 look similar throughout, however 2 clusters are
recognized by the algorithm corresponding to the bottom and top of the core. Cluster 1
has a lower median grain size and is at the bottom of the core, cluster 2 is in the top half
of the core; the coarsening upward trend can be due to natural settling of the grains in the
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deposit or can correspond to different amounts of wind or wave energies affecting the
environment. K-means clustering also recognizes 2 clusters in core C2, which
correspond to the contact between where the arkose sands are mixed with heavy minerals
at the bottom of the sediment core, visually interpreted to be a storm deposit, and the
arkose sands without heavy minerals.
Table 4: Mean, standard deviation and skewness with associated environments
Environment

Beach- quartz sands
Beach- lag deposits
Dune
Flats
Storm

Modern Samples
Mean
(µm)
446
314
192
695
---

Modern Samples
Standard Deviation
(µm)
20.8
5.3
1.7
21.3
---

Core Samples
Mean
(µm)
439
335
200
670
554

Core Samples
Standard Deviation
(µm)
26.5
13.8
13.3
29.7
30.7

Skewness

near-normal, positive
negative
positive
near-normal, negative
positive

!

It has been suggested that barrier islands are composed of four major
environments and associated facies (Figure 28): beaches, dunes, backbarrier or aeolian
flats, and inlets (SHEPARD, 1960; MASON AND FOLK, 1958). The beach facies (backshore
and foreshore) consist of well-sorted sands, predominately quartz in composition, with
few heavy minerals, including magnetite and often shell fragments (MASON AND FOLK,
1958; SIMMS, 2006). The dune facies consists of clean, well-sorted fine to very fine sand,
with few heavy minerals, including magnetite (MASON AND FOLK, 1958; SHEPARD,
1955). It was found by Simms (2006) that occasionally root casts were found within
cores interpreted to represent the dune facies. Aeolian flat facies can have many
subfacies and are dominated by storm washover and aeolian transport (MASON AND
FOLK, 1958; SHEPARD, 1960). Inlet facies are recognized by the presence of a muddy or
sandy shell hash or a sand and mud laminated portion (SIMMS, 2006).
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Figure 28: Stratigraphic columns, to scale, placed in a vertically exaggerated cross section of
Kismet, Fire Island to provide geographic context. The grey line shows the peat deposit and
its possible location with depth. The red line shows the correlation between the interpreted
washover deposit for cores A, B1 and C2.
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Based on visual, grain size and statistical analysis the cores A1, B1, B2, C1 and
C2 collectively contain the beach, dune and aeolian flat facies (Figures 18 and 28). The
top centimeters of core A are representative of the modern beach; the sediment core was
taken on the beachfront in the backshore area, in front of the Fire Island dunes (Figure
28). It is interpreted that this sediment core is showing two subfacies of the main beach
facies. The subfacies seen would be the backshore and the upper foreshore surf and
swash zones. The backshore consists of the quartz dominated, well-sorted sands
(HAMPSON AND STORMS, 2003; OTVOS, 2000; PROTHERO, 1990). The cross bedded
middle of the sediment core (Figures 14, 15 and 28) can be interpreted as the upper
foreshore surf and swash zones, with the swash zones having cross stratification and the
surf zone a longshore trough cross bedded structure (PROTHERO, 1990; REID AND
FROSTICK, 1985). The foreshore is characterized by coarse-grained sands, which are well
sorted due to the constant wave energy and is characterized by crossbedding (SEPM
STRATA, 2014). It is possible that there are storm-associated deposits in this core where
twigs, coarser grains and some pebbles are found with the mixing of quartz and heavy
mineral sands. The basal portion of the core consists of a sharp contact between clean
sands and darker sands, plant debris and peat deposit (Figures 14, 15 and 28). This
bottom of the core can be representative of the low energy lagoonal environment due to
the presence of peat and plant debris (SEPM STRATA, 2014). The sharp contact can be
suggestive of an erosional contact associated with a change of environments or of a storm
washover event (SCILEPPI AND DONNELLY, 2007; DONNELLY et al., 2001; DONNELLY
AND

WEBB, 2004).
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Core B1 contains the dune facies and possibly evidence of a washover event or
the beach facies. The top of the sediment core is representative of the dune facies due to
the clean, well-sorted fine sands, median grain size around 190 micrometers (Figures 16
and 25). Also, the top portion of the core, until around 50 centimeters, consists of dune
plant fragments. The dune facies can contain washover deposits (SIMMS, 2006;
SEDGWICK AND DAVIS, 2003) and the heavy mineral band at 57 to 58 centimeters could
be evidence of a washover event (Figure 28). This section of the core can also be
interpreted as a beach environment with coarser-sized quartz grains and the heavy
mineral band representing a beach lag deposit. Sediment core B2 is entirely
unconsolidated, clean, well-sorted sand and has abundant dune plant material throughout.
Cores C1 and C2 contain the aeolian flat facies. The bottom of sediment core C2
can possibly be interpreted as a storm washover event due to the presence of heavy
minerals mixed with the backbarrier sands as well as the abundance of larger pebble size
grains and shell material (Figures 14 and 28). Typical modern washover stratigraphy
displays beds of well-sorted sand with the presence of shells and heavy minerals
(SEDGWICK AND DAVIS, 2003). The sands in these cores are moderate to well sorted and
are subangular to subrounded feldspar and quartz grains. These backbarrier sands
experience significantly less energy than the beach or dune sands, resulting in the sorting
and shape differences.
Stratigraphic columns and a cross section through the barrier island are shown in
Figure 28. The presence of peat deposits near the bottom of core A are suggestive of a
marsh or lagoonal environment. Since this core was taken in the modern day beach
backshore, finding a peat layer at depth is suggestive of a transgressive barrier island.
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The bottom centimeters of this core also had finer median grain sizes as well as plant
fragments and shell material, also suggestive of a low energy, lagoon type environment.
The middle of the sediment core has cross bedding, which is interpreted as the swash
zone of a foreshore environment. Preserving this environment in the middle of a core
taken from the backshore suggests that the transgressive barrier island experienced a time
of regression and from the time preserved in middle of the core to the present day, the
shoreline has prograded outward, as noted by the sequence of the preserved barrier island
environments. There are also three or four preserved washover or storm deposits
preserved in this core and are noted by the coarser median grain size, occasional presence
of pebbles, mixing of heavy mineral sands and/or thin, parallel heavy mineral laminations
(Figures 16, 24 and 28). Sediment core B1 also contains a small peat deposit near the
bottom of the core, however, is thought that this is not in place due to its small size and
lack of continuity though the core at that depth. This core has a gradual fining upwards
trend from about 50 to 40 centimeters and this is attributed to the shift from coarser,
backshore beach deposits to finer dune sands (Figures 16 and 25). This transition from
the beach environment to the dune environment is also suggestive of a regressive barrier
island, having the dunes moving on top of the backshore beach towards the ocean. There
is a thin, parallel lamination of heavy minerals in this core at near the base in the coarser,
beach deposits (Figure 28). This is interpreted as a washover or storm deposit. Sediment
core C1 has an oxidation band at the bottom of the core and the sediments below it are
darker, probably due to the increased amounts of organics since this core was taken near
the backbarrier lagoon or marsh (Figure 28). C2 also has a transition to darker sediments
in the bottom part of the core, when the sediments in this core are looked at closer there is
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a mixing of arkose sands with heavy mineral sands. There are also a few, very thin
(<0.5cm) parallel laminations of heavy minerals in this part of the core (Figure 28). This
is interpreted to be an overwash or storm deposit reaching into the aeolian flat
environment. Overwash deposits are common in the aeolian flat environment, especially
with an aggradational barrier island. Sediment core C2 has a layer of plant material
preserved at around 10 centimeters (Figure 28). The plant matter looks like the same
plant debris that are seen along the backbarrier shoreline. Having this preserved with
depth of a few centimeters here can suggest that the sea level at one point was higher and
this core was at or near the shoreline, and local sea level fell to where it currently is.
If visual interpretations are correct and the mixed heavy mineral deposits with
coarser grains and occasional pebbles, shells, etc. are overwash or storm deposits, it is
possible to correlated between these (Figure 28). Putting these correlations in a cross
section, shows that the overwash deposit at about 70 centimeters in core A was at
generally the same depth across the island and is seen with lateral continuity in cores B1
and C2. The increased resolution through the refined methodology for grain size analysis
allows for small-scale changes in the sediment sizes to be recognized. Assessing the
grain size data with depth aids in this correlation through an overlap between the deposits
found in core A, B1 and C2 from about 55 to 80 centimeters. If the assumption is made
that the overwash deposit seen in the cores was from the same event, then it can be
inferred that at this time in its history, the barrier island experienced complete washover
at this location due to a severe storm or possibly hurricane.
In a relative sense, the stratigraphy of the deposits preserved in these cores
suggest that this area of the Fire Island barrier island system experienced transgression
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before shifting to regression (Figure 28). The present day Kismet area of Fire Island is
probably aggradational in character due to the extent and apparent stability of the dunes
as well as the coarser grained sands in the backbarrier. These coarser grained arkose
sands making up the majority of the cores can be due to a stable, lower energy
environment not being influenced by tide action. Additionally, there is no evidence in the
cores of the dunes transgressing over the aeolian flats. For at least the top 10 centimeters,
all of the cores have sediments analogous to the modern deposits taken laterally from
each of the core locations, which also is suggestive of stability or aggradation for this
area of the barrier island.
Conclusions
Tools such as the laser diffractometer have advanced the resolution of grain size
measurement as well as cut down on measurement time. The associated lower
uncertainty with the newly refined standard operating procedures for sand sized sediment
allows for variations in grain size to be analyzed at a centimeter scale with high
confidence in the results and for very detailed changes in the grain size to be noticed
(Figure 16). Moreover, such a small amount of material is needed for grain size analysis
with the laser diffractometer that the sediment cores are left nearly intact.
Table 4 provides a summary of the median grain size, standard deviation and
skewness for the modern environments and the analogous environments found in the
cores. For Kismet, Fire Island, dune sands are well to very well sorted and have an
average grain size of 200 µm with standard deviation of 13 µm. The beach sands are
moderate to well sorted with average grain size of 439 µm and standard deviation of 26
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µm. The beach lag sands are very well sorted, average grain size of 335 µm and standard

deviation of 14 µm. The aeolian flat or backbarrier sands are moderately sorted with
average grain size of 670 µm and standard deviation 30 µm. This type of sorting is not
consistent with wind-dominated deposition. Mason and Folk (1958) state the term
“aeolian flat” is not meant to imply that this feature necessarily originated by wind action
since it may have been formed by washovers or other means. This study supports and
uses that interpretation. There is a recognized fifth population or cluster with average
grain size of 554 µm and standard deviation of 31 µm. It is concluded that this population
is comprised of storm or washover deposits. Subfacies of the beach can be inferred from
the stratigraphy preserved in the sediment cores. The concentration of heavy mineral
sands in the middle portion of core A, 37-70 centimeters, and the preserved cross bedding
sedimentary structure, are suggestive of a swash bar environment (REID AND FROSTICK,
1985).
Average grain size alone is not enough when attempting to derive depositional
environment from sediment core data and statistical analysis of the data is necessary
when identifying the corresponding facies. The third and forth moment of the grain size
data, skewness and kurtosis, were calculated. Previous researchers were not able to
conclude anything when plotting kurtosis against median grain size. When the kurtosis is
plotted against median grain size for the sediments in this study, three clusters are
recognized and interpreted as the dune, beach and aeolian flat environments (Figures 20
and 23). The increased resolution from the new standard operating procedures for grain
size analysis might have enabled this differentiation since the kurtosis values were
generally in the same range for all of the data points but the differences were within the
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median grain sizes. Although clusters were recognized in this plot, it is important to note
that they were not as distinct as when the skewness was plotted with median grain size
(Figures 18 and 20). This result of the kurtosis analysis adds significance to calculating
and looking at the skewness of the datasets.
Calculating skewness of the data set values proves to be an essential step in
statistically analyzing the grain size data for facies modeling. This study has shown that
the best way to identify the barrier island environments is by calculating and plotting
skewness (Figures 18 and 22). The skewness reflects the changes in the tails of the
distributions. The tails, rather than the bulk material, are the most sensitive to the
transport mechanism and, in turn, a change in the tail of a deposit can be used to say
something meaningful about the transport of the sediment as well as the deposits left
behind in an environment. The change from the beach to the dune sands had not only an
improvement in sorting, but also a change from near normal skewness (values at or close
to 0) to a strong positive skewness (Table 4). On Fire Island, the geologic process
explaining this difference in median grain size and skewness between the beach and dune
deposits can be explained by the transport of sand from the beach to the dunes. Mason
and Folk (1958) explain the change from a normal distribution to a positively skewed
distribution is due to subtracting out the coarse grained fraction. As sand travels by wind
from the beach to the dune, the coarser grain size fraction from the normal-distribution
beach sand is not transported and the finer sands are deposited in the dune environment;
accordingly the dune deposits are more positively skewed due to loss of the coarser sands
and better sorted than the beach deposits. The aeolian flat deposits, as well as the beach
lag deposits, have negative skewness values (Table 4). Using the sediment transport
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model presented in McLaren and Bowles (1985), the geologic processes occurring for the
beach lag deposits can be inferred from the skewness and sorting of the deposits in the
cores. They suggest that sediment in transport must be finer, better sorted and more
negatively skewed than its source sediment (MCLAREN AND BOWLES, 1985). This
suggests that the lag deposits are in transport, which observationally makes sense; when
standing on the beach, the heavy mineral lag deposits are brought in by the wave action,
are on the beach for a moment of time, before they are washed out by the next wave with
enough energy to support their higher density. The lag deposits are deposited in swash
zones with constant wave action or in intertidal areas between tides. The aeolian flat or
backbarrier deposits also have a negative skewness but are more poorly sorted than the
lag deposits. This can be explained by the lower energy of the bay side versus the ocean
side.
This study introduced the use of a k-means algorithm to statistically analyze and
cluster the data. Such analysis proves to be an efficient and useful way of identifying
clusters in grain size data without user bias. This type of analysis is quick to run on an
organized data table and the results can be used to corroborate visually recognizing
clusters in the data. When assessing the plot of skewness versus median grain size, the
same number of clusters was recognized with k-means as they were visually (Figures 18
and 22). This clustering tool was especially useful when analyzing the plot of kurtosis
versus median grain size. It was difficult to visually recognize clusters, if any, in the
data; whereas the algorithm was able to identify three clusters (Figures 20 and 23). Kmeans assigns each data point to its closest cluster; however, visually, some data points
are left ungrouped. K-means clustering allows the data points to be assigned to a cluster
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and plotted with depth. This is particularly useful when there is a change between two
different deposits. For example, the middle of core A, 37-70 centimeters, has alternating
deposits of quartz beach sands and heavy mineral sands, this is seen in the grain size data
plotted with depth by the different colors of the data points corresponding to the different
clusters (Figure 24). The heavy mineral deposits are in one cluster, while the quartz
beach sands are in another.
This study has shown that careful application of the refined laser diffractometry
method to naturally occurring coarse-grained sediment from vibracores taken on Kismet,
Fire Island, can yield grain size data with high resolution that can successfully be used to
distinguish between barrier beach environments and used as a method for facies
modeling. The optimal way to identify the environments in a set of core data is by
plotting skewness against median grain size and running a k-means algorithm on the data
to identify clusters. Results from this study support the results from similar studies that
statistical analysis of grain size distribution, in particular, skewness, can be used to
differentiate between beach environments (SIMMS, 2006; MASON AND FOLK, 1958) and
attempt to infer the geologic processes and transport mechanisms that led to the sediment
deposition (PEDREROS, et. al., 1996; MCLAREN AND BOWLES, 1985; MASON AND FOLK,
1958). This study builds on previous work by introducing a new method of recognizing
clusters in the data through the use of k-means clustering. Running the unsupervised
clustering algorithm on the data proved to be successful in identifying clusters within the
grain size data plotted against kurtosis, skewness and with depth. The ability to
recognize clusters the data set and being able to relate them to modern environments can
allow for a local facies model to be derived, assumptions to be made about the
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sedimentologic properties (median grain size, standard deviation and skewness) of past
environments and for statistically analyzed grain size data to be used as a reference or
proxy data set when interpreting core data for a given local area. When the limited data
is put into a geographic perspective (Figure 28), a relative history based on the changes in
environments preserved in the cores is worked out. For this zone of Kismet, Fire Island,
the interpretation can be made that the area:
(1) Experienced a time of transgression: suggested by the peat deposit found with
depth in the core taken in the beach backshore.
(2) Then became regressive: marked by the swash bar environment preserved in
the middle of core A, as well as by the dune environment migrating over the backshore
beach environment seen by the changes in grain size in core B.
(3) Currently is aggradational: supported by the uniform deposits found in the top
portions of all of the cores which are equivalent to the modern deposits found at the
surface of the barrier island environments, this implies stability of the barrier island
environments.
(4) Historically, was affected by a complete barrier island washover: inferred
from the presence of a possible washover or storm deposit at similar depth in cores A, B1
and C2.
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Chapter 4
Implications
The work outlined in this thesis enables further sedimentologic study of the Fire
Island barrier island system by providing the tools to address questions on the migration
and evolution of this dynamic environment. In order to address such questions, it is
important to first refine techniques for grain size measurement and derive a methodology
to recognize barrier island facies that can be effectively applied to more extensive
sediment cores. This research 1) successfully optimized the laser diffraction technique
for grain size analysis of sand size sediment. 2) These procedures were then applied to
modern deposits from well-developed environments on the barrier island as well as to
centimeter scale intervals in sediment cores and 3) grain size distribution data was used
as a tool to successfully distinguish between clusters in core sediments and interpreted in
an environmental context.
Deeper sediment cores can be taken and these derived methods can be applied to
these sediment cores to interpret the past depositional environments. Multiple shoreline
normal transects of deeper cores across the island will be needed to constrain the lateral
continuity of the observed facies. An important caveat to note is that the grain size of the
deposits is dependent on the source sediment and the sources might change over time.
Clusters of data account for a range of median grain sizes, but it is essential to
supplement grain size analysis of deeper cores with a careful visual analysis to take note
of any sedimentary structures that might be present and use that to aid in environmental
interpretation.
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When applicable, dates can be attained through radiocarbon and optically
stimulated luminescence (OSL) analyses. The dates can be used to establish a
chronostratigraphy for the sediments. The data from the cores can be mapped out using a
geographic information system (GIS) and used to construct 3D models. These models
can be supplemented with ground penetrating radar (GPR) transects to further infer about
the subsurface geometry.
In addition to stratigraphic correlations, the spatial variation of heavy minerals
and grain size analysis can be used to examine sediment transport pathways and
sedimentary provenance. Since barrier island regression, transgression or aggradation is
a result of the balance between sea level and sediment supply, understanding the source
of sediment as well as the transport patterns are vital to fully understanding the barrier’s
dynamics and evolution. The increased resolution in grain size analysis presented in this
study makes it possible to assess with greater detail the grain size trend across the barrier
island which, when paired with heavy mineral analysis, can be used to model various
sediment sources and transport patterns.
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Appendix
Attribute VB_Name = "ClusterAnalysis"
'---------------------------------------------------------------------' Module
: ClusterAnalysis
' Author
: Sheldon Neilson
' Website
: www.neilson.co.za
' Date
: 2011/09/01
' Purpose
: k-Means Cluster Analysis
'---------------------------------------------------------------------Private Type Records
Dimension() As Double
Distance() As Double
Cluster As Integer
End Type
Dim Table As Range
Dim Record() As Records
Dim Centroid() As Records
Sub Run()
'Run k-Means
If Not kMeansSelection Then
Call MsgBox("Error: " & Err.Description, vbExclamation, "kMeans Error")
End If
End Sub
Function kMeansSelection() As Boolean
'Get user table selection
On Error Resume Next
Set Table = Application.InputBox(Prompt:= _
"Please select the range to analyse.", _
title:="Specify Range", Type:=8)
If Table Is Nothing Then Exit Function

'Cancelled

'Check table dimensions
If Table.Rows.Count < 4 Or Table.columns.Count < 2 Then
Err.Raise Number:=vbObjectError + 1000, Source:="k-Means Cluster
Analysis", Description:="Table has insufficent rows or columns."
End If
'Get number of clusters
Dim numClusters As Integer
numClusters = Application.InputBox("Specify Number of Clusters", "k Means
Cluster Analysis", Type:=1)
If Not numClusters > 0 Or numClusters = False Then
Exit Function
'Cancelled
End If
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If kMeans(Table, numClusters) Then
outputClusters
End If
End If
kMeansSelection_Error:
kMeansSelection = (Err.Number = 0)
End Function
Function kMeans(Table As Range, Clusters As Integer) As Boolean
'Table - Range of data to group. Records (Rows) are grouped according to
attributes/dimensions(columns)
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'Clusters - Number of clusters to reduce records into.
On Error Resume Next
'Script Performance Variables
Dim PassCounter As Integer
'Initialize Data Arrays
ReDim Record(2 To Table.Rows.Count)
Dim r As Integer
'record
Dim d As Integer
'dimension index
Dim d2 As Integer
'dimension index
Dim c As Integer
'centroid index
Dim c2 As Integer
'centroid index
Dim di As Integer
'distance
Dim x As Double
Dim y As Double

'Variable Distance Placeholder
'Variable Distance Placeholder

For r = LBound(Record) To UBound(Record)
'Initialize Dimension Value Arrays
ReDim Record(r).Dimension(2 To Table.columns.Count)
'Initialize Distance Arrays
ReDim Record(r).Distance(1 To Clusters)
For d = LBound(Record(r).Dimension) To UBound(Record(r).Dimension)
Record(r).Dimension(d) = Table.Rows(r).Cells(d).Value
Next d
Next r
'Initialize Initial Centroid Arrays
ReDim Centroid(1 To Clusters)
Dim uniqueCentroid As Boolean
For c = LBound(Centroid) To UBound(Centroid)
'Initialize Centroid Dimension Depth
ReDim Centroid(c).Dimension(2 To Table.columns.Count)
'Initialize record index to next record
r = LBound(Record) + c - 2
Do

' Loop to ensure new centroid is unique
r = r + 1
'Increment record index throughout loop to find
unique record to use as a centroid
'Assign record dimensions to centroid
For d = LBound(Centroid(c).Dimension) To
UBound(Centroid(c).Dimension)
Centroid(c).Dimension(d) = Record(r).Dimension(d)
Next d
uniqueCentroid = True
For c2 = LBound(Centroid) To c - 1
'Loop Through Record Dimensions and check if all are the same
x = 0
y = 0
For d2 = LBound(Centroid(c).Dimension) To _
UBound(Centroid(c).Dimension)
x = x + Centroid(c).Dimension(d2) ^ 2
y = y + Centroid(c2).Dimension(d2) ^ 2
Next d2
uniqueCentroid = Not Sqr(x) = Sqr(y)
If Not uniqueCentroid Then Exit For
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Next c2
Loop Until uniqueCentroid
Next c
'Calculate Distances from Centroids
Dim lowestDistance As Double
Dim lastCluster As Integer
Dim ClustersStable As Boolean
Do

'While Clusters are not Stable
PassCounter = PassCounter + 1
ClustersStable = True
'Until Proved otherwise
'Loop Through Records
For r = LBound(Record) To UBound(Record)
lastCluster = Record(r).Cluster
lowestDistance = 0
'Reset lowest distance
'Loop through record distances to centroids
For c = LBound(Centroid) To UBound(Centroid)
'======================================================
'
Calculate Elucidean Distance
'======================================================
' d(p,q) = Sqr((q1 - p1)^2 + (q2 - p2)^2 + (q3 - p3)^2)
'-----------------------------------------------------' X = (q1 - p1)^2 + (q2 - p2)^2 + (q3 - p3)^2
' d(p,q) = X
x = 0
y = 0
'Loop Through Record Dimensions
For d = LBound(Record(r).Dimension) To _
UBound(Record(r).Dimension)
y = Record(r).Dimension(d) - Centroid(c).Dimension(d)
y = y ^ 2
x = x + y
Next d
x = Sqr(x)

'Get square root

'If distance to centroid is lowest (or first pass) assign
record to centroid cluster.
If c = LBound(Centroid) Or x < lowestDistance Then
lowestDistance = x
'Assign distance to centroid to record
Record(r).Distance(c) = lowestDistance
'Assign record to centroid
Record(r).Cluster = c
End If
Next c
'Only change if true
If ClustersStable Then ClustersStable = Record(r).Cluster =
lastCluster
Next r
'Move Centroids to calculated cluster average
For c = LBound(Centroid) To UBound(Centroid)
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'For every cluster

	
  

'Loop through cluster dimensions
For d = LBound(Centroid(c).Dimension) To _
UBound(Centroid(c).Dimension)
Centroid(c).Cluster = 0

'Reset nunber of records in

cluster
Centroid(c).Dimension(d) = 0

'Reset centroid dimensions

'Loop Through Records
For r = LBound(Record) To UBound(Record)
'If Record is in Cluster then
If Record(r).Cluster = c Then
'Use to calculate avg dimension for records in cluster
'Add to number of records in cluster
Centroid(c).Cluster = Centroid(c).Cluster + 1
'Add record dimension to cluster dimension for later
division
Centroid(c).Dimension(d) = Centroid(c).Dimension(d) + _
Record(r).Dimension(d)
End If
Next r
'Assign Average Dimension Distance
Centroid(c).Dimension(d) = Centroid(c).Dimension(d) / _
Centroid(c).Cluster
Next d
Next c
Loop Until ClustersStable
kMeans = (Err.Number = 0)
End Function
Function outputClusters() As Boolean
Dim c As Integer
Dim r As Integer
Dim d As Integer

'Centroid Index
'Row Index
'Dimension Index

Dim oSheet As Worksheet
On Error Resume Next
Set oSheet = addWorksheet("Cluster Analysis", ActiveWorkbook)
'Loop Through Records
Dim rowNumber As Integer
rowNumber = 1
'Output Headings
With oSheet.Rows(rowNumber)
With .Cells(1)
.Value = "Row Title"
.Font.Bold = True
.HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter
End With
With .Cells(2)
.Value = "Centroid"
.Font.Bold = True
.HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter
End With
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End With
'Print by Row
rowNumber = rowNumber + 1
'Blank Row
For r = LBound(Record) To UBound(Record)
oSheet.Rows(rowNumber).Cells(1).Value = Table.Rows(r).Cells(1).Value
oSheet.Rows(rowNumber).Cells(2).Value = Record(r).Cluster
rowNumber = rowNumber + 1
Next r
'Print Centroids - Headings
rowNumber = rowNumber + 1
For d = LBound(Centroid(LBound(Centroid)).Dimension) To
UBound(Centroid(LBound(Centroid)).Dimension)
With oSheet.Rows(rowNumber).Cells(d)
.Value = Table.Rows(1).Cells(d).Value
.Font.Bold = True
.HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter
End With
Next d
'Print Centroids
rowNumber = rowNumber + 1
For c = LBound(Centroid) To UBound(Centroid)
With oSheet.Rows(rowNumber).Cells(1)
.Value = "Centroid " & c
.Font.Bold = True
End With
'Loop through cluster dimensions
For d = LBound(Centroid(c).Dimension) To UBound(Centroid(c).Dimension)
oSheet.Rows(rowNumber).Cells(d).Value = Centroid(c).Dimension(d)
Next d
rowNumber = rowNumber + 1
Next c
oSheet.columns.AutoFit

'//AutoFit columns to contents

outputClusters_Error:
outputClusters = (Err.Number = 0)
End Function
Function addWorksheet(Name As String, Optional Workbook As Workbook) As
Worksheet
On Error Resume Next
'// If a Workbook wasn't specified, use the active workbook
If Workbook Is Nothing Then Set Workbook = ActiveWorkbook
Dim Num As Integer
'// If a worksheet(s) exist with the same name, add/increment a number
after the name
While WorksheetExists(Name, Workbook)
Num = Num + 1
If InStr(Name, " (") > 0 Then Name = Left(Name, InStr(Name, " ("))
Name = Name & " (" & Num & ")"
Wend
'//Add a sheet to the workbook
Set addWorksheet = Workbook.Worksheets.Add
'//Name the sheet
addWorksheet.Name = Name
End Function
Public Function WorksheetExists(WorkSheetName As String, Workbook As Workbook)
As Boolean
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On Error Resume Next
WorksheetExists = (Workbook.Sheets(WorkSheetName).Name <> "")
On Error GoTo 0
End Function
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